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distractor can be congruent to the picture (pictured cat, word cat), categorically related (pictured
cat, word dog), or unrelated (pictured cat, word pen). Categorically related distractors slow down
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picture naming relative to unrelated distractors, the so-called semantic interference. Categor-
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ically related distractors slow down picture naming relative to congruent distractors, analo-

Stroop

gous to findings in the colour–word Stroop task. The locus of semantic interference and

ERP

Stroop-like effects in naming performance has recently become a topic of debate. Whereas

Time–frequency analysis

some researchers argue for a pre-lexical locus of semantic interference and a lexical locus of

Beta band

Stroop-like effects, others localise both effects at the lexical selection stage. We investigated
the time course of semantic and Stroop-like interference effects in overt picture naming by
means of event-related potentials (ERP) and time–frequency analyses. Moreover, we employed
cluster-based permutation for statistical analyses. Naming latencies showed semantic and
Stroop-like interference effects. The ERP waveforms for congruent stimuli started diverging
statistically from categorically related stimuli around 250 ms. Deflections for the categorically
related condition were more negative-going than for the congruent condition (the Stroop-like
effect). The time–frequency analysis revealed a power increase in the beta band (12–30 Hz) for
categorically related relative to unrelated stimuli roughly between 250 and 370 ms (the semantic effect). The common time window of these effects suggests that both semantic interference
and Stroop-like effects emerged during lexical selection.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

The colour–word Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) has been widely
used in the cognitive neurosciences to investigate various as-

pects of human cognition (e.g., Appelbaum et al., 2009; Balota
et al., 2010; Bench et al., 1993; Bub et al., 2006; Lachter et al.,
2008; Roelofs et al., 2006; Szucs and Soltész, 2010). In this
task, people are required to name the ink colour of written
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words denoting colours (see MacLeod, 1991 for a review). The
written word can be congruent with the name of the ink colour (e.g., blue printed in blue ink) or incongruent (e.g., blue
printed in red ink). The central finding of the Stroop task is
that response times (RTs) for the incongruent condition are longer than for the congruent condition, referred to as the Stroop
effect. In the past few decades, researchers have also made
use of a picture–word analogue of the colour–word Stroop task
(e.g., Glaser and Glaser, 1989; La Heij, 1988). In the picture–
word interference (PWI) task, speakers have to name pictured
objects while trying to ignore written distractor words superimposed onto the pictures. The distractor can be the name of the
picture (congruent condition: pictured cat, word cat), a categorically related word (related condition: pictured cat, word dog), or
a categorically unrelated word (unrelated condition: pictured
cat, word pen). A central finding obtained with PWI is that categorically related distractors slow down picture naming relative
to unrelated distractors. Furthermore, categorically related distractors slow down picture naming relative to congruent distractors, a finding which is analogous to that in the colour–
word Stroop task. In the remainder of this article, we refer to
the PWI contrast between categorically related and congruent
conditions as the Stroop-like effect, and the contrast between
categorically related and unrelated conditions as semantic interference, following the convention in the literature (e.g.,
Roelofs, 2003).
Models of Stroop task performance assume processing
stages of perceptual and conceptual encoding, response selection, response programming, and response execution (e.g.,
Dell'Acqua et al., 2007; Roelofs, 2003; Sanders, 1990). Models of
picture naming assume perceptual and conceptual encoding,
lexical selection, word-form encoding, and articulation as the
processing stages (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 2003). Response selection in models of Stroop task performance corresponds to lexical selection in models of picture naming,
response programming corresponds to word-form encoding,
and response execution to articulation (Roelofs, 2003).
Different studies have made use of behavioural measures,
neuroimaging, and computational modelling to examine the
nature, time course, and neural underpinnings of performance in Stroop-like tasks (e.g., Liotti et al., 2000; Pardo et
al., 1990; Roelofs et al., 2006; Van Maanen et al., 2009). Although these examinations have yielded many converging
findings, researchers have not always found agreement on
the interpretation of the results (e.g., Abdel Rahman and
Aristei, 2010; Dell'Acqua et al., 2007; Mahon et al., 2007; Van
Maanen et al., 2009). In the present study, we address one particular issue: the temporal locus of semantic interference and
Stroop-like effects in naming tasks. The debate about the locus
of the Stroop effect in colour–word Stroop task performance has
a long history (see MacLeod, 1991, for a review). Whereas some
accounts localise the effect in perceptual/conceptual encoding
(e.g., Hock and Egeth, 1970), other accounts assume a locus
close to articulation onset (e.g., Morton, 1969). More recently,
computationally implemented accounts of the Stroop phenomenon (e.g., Cohen et al., 1990; Roelofs, 1992, 2003) have localised
the Stroop effect in the stage of response selection. According to
Roelofs (1992, 2003) and Starreveld and La Heij (1996), among
others, the semantic interference effect in PWI also arises in
response selection.

The idea that semantic interference and Stroop-like effects
emerge during the same processing stage (i.e., lexical selection)
was recently called into question by a PWI study conducted by
Dell'Acqua et al. (2007), employing the psychological refractory
period (PRP) procedure. In their experiment, participants performed a manual tone discrimination task (Task 1) and a PWI
task (Task 2). On each trial, a tone stimulus and a picture–
word stimulus were presented, each requiring a quick and accurate response. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between
the two task stimuli ranged from 100 ms (short SOA) to
1000 ms (long SOA). Participants were instructed to respond to
the tone of Task 1 before responding to the picture–word stimulus of Task 2. RTs were measured to determine the extent to
which Task 1 delayed performance of Task 2.
Dell'Acqua et al. (2007) observed that the semantic interference effect was smaller at the short than at the long SOAs.
This result was different from earlier findings of Fagot and
Pashler (1992) using the colour–word Stroop task with a PRP
design, where the effects of Stroop condition (congruent vs.
incongruent) and SOA were additive. That is, the magnitude
of the Stroop effect was the same at the short and long
SOAs. Assuming that the locus of dual-task interference is in
response selection (Fagot and Pashler, 1992), this finding confirms other evidence that the Stroop effect arises in selecting a
colour-naming response (e.g., Roelofs, 2003). Dell'Acqua et
al.'s finding of underadditive semantic and SOA effects was
interpreted by the authors as evidence that semantic interference for picture–word stimuli arises earlier than response
word selection and, thus, it is not a Stroop-like effect. According to Dell'Acqua et al., the semantic interference effect arises
during perceptual/conceptual encoding.
Although Ayora et al. (2011) recently replicated the underadditivity of semantic and SOA effects (in Italian), other researchers obtained additive effects. Schnur and Martin (2012)
conducted two experiments with different materials, and
slightly different experimental parameters, and failed to replicate Dell'Acqua et al. (2007). One of the experiments used the
picture names and word distractors from Dell'Acqua et al.
translated into English. In all experiments, equivalent PWI effects were obtained at short and long SOAs following tone
identification. Moreover, in our own lab (Piai et al., in
preparation-b), we failed to replicate Dell'Acqua et al. in
seven experiments with different materials and parameters,
including one experiment that used the picture names and
word distractors from Dell'Acqua et al. translated into Dutch.
Just as Schnur and Martin, we obtained equivalent PWI effects
at short and long SOAs in all experiments. Following the logic
of Dell'Acqua et al., the additive semantic and SOA effects
suggest that semantic interference arises in lexical selection,
unlike what Dell'Acqua et al. assume. Clearly, before the empirical discrepancy between these studies is resolved (see
Piai et al., 2011, for a possible resolution in terms of executive
control parameters), it seems premature to assume that the
issue of the locus of semantic interference in picture naming
has been settled.
Moreover, the conclusion of Dell'Acqua et al. (2007) that the
PWI effect is not a Stroop effect was contested by Van Maanen
et al. (2009), who argued that the same interference mechanism underlies both effects, although the effects arise at different processing stages. According to the authors, the
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discrepancy between the findings of Dell'Acqua et al. and
Fagot and Pashler (1992) should be attributed to differences
in processing speed between pictures (line drawings, which
are relatively hard to process) and colours (which are easily
identifiable). Because pictures take longer to process than colours, according to Van Maanen and colleagues, Stroop-like
and semantic interference effects from distractor words in
picture naming occur during perceptual and conceptual
encoding (i.e., before response selection), whereas the Stroop
effect from distractor words in colour naming occurs during
response selection. Van Maanen et al. (2009) presented the results of computer simulations corroborating their claim of a
common mechanism but different loci for the effects in PWI
and colour–word Stroop studies.
A problem with the simulations of Van Maanen et al. (2009)
is that they are based on the assumption of faster colour than
picture processing, which is questionable. High temporalresolution examinations suggest estimates for the time
course of colour processing that are not different from estimates for picture shape processing, namely 100–200 ms (e.g.,
Anllo-Vento et al., 1998; Müller and Keil, 2004; see Dell'Acqua
et al., 2010, for a review of some of these studies). This evidence challenges the critical parameters in the simulations
of Van Maanen and colleagues.
Another prominent account of the semantic interference effect is the response exclusion hypothesis (e.g., Miozzo and
Caramazza, 2003). According to this hypothesis, the semantic
interference effect arises after the lexical selection stage, closer
to articulation onset. The effect is argued to emerge due to the
exclusion of the distractor word from an articulatory buffer (cf.
Morton, 1969). The temporal locus of the semantic interference
effect stipulated by this account, close to articulation onset, is
not easy to investigate with EEG because of artefacts emerging
from speech production. Therefore, we do not address this hypothesis in the present study. However, there is accumulating
evidence against the response-exclusion account of semantic
interference, reported elsewhere (e.g., Abdel Rahman and
Aristei, 2010; Mulatti and Coltheart, 2012; Piai et al., 2011;
Roelofs et al., 2012; Starreveld et al., 2012).
To summarise, whereas some models assume a common
lexical locus of semantic interference and Stroop-like effects
in PWI (Roelofs, 1992, 2003; Starreveld and La Heij, 1996), other
accounts assume a perceptual/conceptual encoding locus for
semantic interference and a lexical selection locus for the
Stroop-like effect (Dell'Acqua et al., 2007), or a perceptual/conceptual encoding locus for both semantic interference and
Stroop-like effects in the PWI task (Van Maanen et al., 2009).

1.1.

The present study

The aim of the present study is to adjudicate between the different views on the temporal loci of semantic interference and
Stroop-like effects using EEG measures such as event-related
potentials (ERPs) and time–frequency representations (TFRs)
of power. EEG is an ideal tool to address questions about the
timing of processes as it allows for a fine-grained temporal
resolution.
Estimates of the timing of processing stages underlying
word production were provided by an influential metaanalysis (Indefrey and Levelt, 2004, see also Indefrey, 2011).
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According to these estimations, based on an average naming
latency of 600 ms, the stage of perceptual and conceptual
encoding is completed around 200 ms after picture onset,
after which lexical selection starts. In the PWI task, mean
naming latencies tend to be longer than 600 ms, namely within a range of 700 to 800 ms (e.g., La Heij, 1988; Roelofs, 1992).
Taking 750 ms as the mean naming latency (corresponding
to what was obtained in the present study), and using a proportional scaling of the estimates to this mean (see Indefrey,
2011), yields 250 ms as the end of the time window of perceptual and conceptual encoding and as the point in time at
which the operation of word selection is initiated. This
means that, according to the proposal that semantic interference in PWI emerges during perceptual/conceptual encoding
(e.g., Dell'Acqua et al., 2007), differences in brain responses between categorically related stimuli (e.g., pictured cat, word
dog) and unrelated stimuli (e.g., pictured cat, word pen) should
be seen in a time window that extends at most to 250 ms post
picture onset. Moreover, if Stroop-like effects arise in lexical
selection, differences between categorically related stimuli
(e.g., pictured cat, word dog) and congruent stimuli (e.g., pictured cat, word cat) should be detected in a time window starting around 250 ms after picture onset. If, however, semantic
interference and Stroop-like effects in PWI both arise in perceptual/conceptual encoding (Van Maanen et al., 2009), both
effects should emerge before 250 ms post picture onset. Finally, if semantic interference and Stroop-like effects both arise
during lexical selection (Roelofs, 1992, 2003; Starreveld and
La Heij, 1996), these effects should be visible in a time window
starting after 250 ms post picture onset.
Most previous investigations of performance in the colour–
word Stroop task using ERPs found a negativity, associated
with the incongruent condition relative to the congruent condition, occurring between 300 and 550 ms after stimulus onset
with a centro-parietal scalp distribution (e.g., Liotti et al.,
2000), suggesting a lexical selection locus of the Stroop effect.
Investigations of performance on the PWI task using ERPs did
not include the Stroop contrast of congruent versus incongruent stimuli (e.g., Aristei et al., 2011; Hirschfeld et al., 2008), except for a study by Xiao et al. (2010). These authors observed a
negative-going potential between 280 and 400 ms for the categorically related condition relative to the congruent condition,
with a fronto-central scalp distribution. There are, however, a
few reasons why this study does not allow us to draw a conclusion about the temporal locus of semantic interference
and Stroop-like effects in PWI. First of all, only three stimuli
(i.e., three geometrical shapes) were used as pictures. In contrast, PWI studies typically include some 20–50 different pictures of various semantic domains, such as animals, tools,
etc. (e.g., Aristei et al., 2011; Dell'Acqua et al., 2007; Roelofs,
2003). Moreover, participants responded to the geometrical
shapes by pressing keys, so no overt naming was used. Furthermore, for the ERP analysis, there were no a priori defined
time windows. The selection of time windows for statistical
analyses was based on visual inspection of the data, a procedure prone to bias. Regarding semantic interference in PWI,
recent attempts to find this specific effect with ERPs were
not successful (Aristei et al., 2011; Hirschfeld et al., 2008), except for one study (Dell'Acqua et al., 2010), which obtained
two semantic interference effects, one with an onset latency
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of 106 ms and the other starting at 320 ms post picture onset.
However, this study did not include a Stroop-like contrast,
precluding a direct comparison of semantic interference and
Stroop-like effects.
In the present study, we addressed the issue regarding the
timing of the Stroop-like effect and the semantic interference
effect in the PWI task by means of electrophysiological measures while participants overtly articulated their responses.
The measurement of EEG in overt speech production tasks
had long been avoided because of the presumed movement
artefacts caused by articulation. However, the use of overt articulation in EEG research is no longer considered problematic
(see Eulitz et al., 2000, for a demonstration that ERPs can be
analysed using overt naming up to stages of phonetic processing), and an increasing number of studies has made use of
this combination successfully (e.g., Aristei et al., 2011; Costa et
al., 2009; Hirschfeld et al., 2008; Laganaro and Perret, 2011;
Strijkers et al., 2010; Verhoef et al., 2009, 2010). By comparing
the brain responses among distractor conditions (i.e., categorically related, unrelated, congruent), it may be assessed when
the underlying processes diverge from each other, indicating a
time window associated with semantic and Stroop-like effects.
Besides the type of distractor used, we also manipulated the
lexical frequency of the picture name. With this kind of manipulation, a word-frequency effect is usually observed: Pictures
with high-frequency names are named faster than pictures
with low-frequency names (e.g., Oldfield and Wingfield, 1965).
Since this effect has been shown to be a lexical effect
(Jescheniak and Levelt, 1994; Jescheniak et al., 2003), we used
this manipulation as a possible extra marker of lexical processes in our experiment. Regarding the EEG, this lexical-frequency
effect should also be observed in time windows related to lexical
processes, starting no earlier than 250 ms (cf. Strijkers et al.,
2010).
Since we do not have a specific hypothesis for the ERPs regarding the scalp distribution of our effects, an appropriate
statistical method must be chosen that allows for testing numerous hypotheses (due to many comparisons of time point
by channel), while dealing with the multiple-comparisons
problem (cf. Lage-Castellanos et al., 2010). A method that combines the richness of the data with a strict control of the
family-wise error rate is cluster-based permutation tests
(Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). With this method, no predefined time windows are necessary nor is it required to average the signal within a time-window. This means that we have
a method to determine a time window where brain responses
differ between conditions in an unbiased way. Note that this
method does not allow us to determine the exact starting
point of the earliest divergences between conditions. However,
it enables us to determine the time window of the main component of brain responses (cf. Letham and Raij, 2010).
A further aim of the present study was to investigate how
the semantic interference and the Stroop-like effects in the
PWI task might be reflected in changes in oscillatory brain
activity. Whereas ERPs capture mainly evoked activity, i.e.,
brain responses that are phase-locked to a stimulus, time–
frequency analyses reveal changes in oscillatory induced
activity, i.e., not necessarily phase-locked, in specific frequency bands over time. Oscillatory activity is modulated by a variety of cognitive factors and is thought to reflect the activity of

large ensembles of synchronised neurons (e.g., Buzsáki and
Draguhn, 2004). These two approaches to analysing electrophysiological data (i.e., ERP and oscillatory power) are complementary and in some cases, differences in brain signals not
evident in terms of ERPs can be revealed in the time–frequency domain (cf. Mazaheri and Jensen, 2010).

1.2.

Summary

The present study investigates the temporal locus of the semantic interference and Stroop-like effects in PWI using EEG
with overt articulation (the majority of previous investigations
of Stroop task performance used manual responding). Moreover, we conducted analyses of oscillatory power in the context
of word production and the PWI task. Finally, we analysed the
electrophysiological measures with a method that does not require specific time-windows and channels to be determined a
priori, which means we avoid basing our analyses on biased or
arbitrary time windows and channels. This method allows us
to find a time window at which divergences in the EEG for different conditions become statistically significant, both in the ERPs
and in the TFRs of power. If semantic interference occurs in perceptual/conceptual encoding and the Stroop-like effect in response selection, the semantic effect should emerge before
250 ms post picture onset and the Stroop-like effect after this
moment in time. However, if the locus of both the semantic interference and Stroop-like effect in PWI is the perceptual/
conceptual encoding stage, both effects should emerge in a
time window ending before 250 ms, when perceptual/conceptual encoding is completed. Finally, if the locus of semantic interference and Stroop-like effects is the response-selection stage,
both effects should emerge after 250 ms post picture onset,
when lexical selection is initiated.

2.

Results

2.1.

Behavioural data

The error percentages for the different distractor types were
1.2% for the congruent condition, 3.4% for the categorically related condition, and 2.6% for the unrelated condition; and 2.5%
for high-frequency and 2.3% for low-frequency picture names.
The logistic regression model indicated that, relative to the congruent condition, categorically related distractors caused the
log-odds of an incorrect response to increase by a factor of 2.9,
β coefficient = −1.05, S.E.= .31, Wald Z = −3.3, p < .001; and unrelated
distractors increased the log-odds of an incorrect response by a
factor of 2.7, β coefficient = −1, S.E. = .32, Wald Z = −3.1, p = .002.
Categorically related distractors did not differ from unrelated
distractors, p = .800. Lexical frequency was not a significant
predictor in the regression model, p = 1.0.
Fig. 1(A) shows the box-and-whisker diagram for the RTs,
with the mean and the distribution for each condition (the
ends of the whiskers represent the lowest and highest data
point within 1.5 interquartile range). A main effect of distractor
type was found, F1(2,38) = 150.86, p < .001, F2(2,76) = 187.91,
p < .001. Contrasts revealed a semantic interference effect
(26 ms), F1(1,19) = 34.04, p < .001, F2(1,39)= 10.80, p = .002, 95% CI
(17, 36), and a Stroop-like effect (125 ms), F1(1,19) = 200.66,
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Fig. 1 – Behavioural data. (A) Box-and-whisker diagram of the naming RTs as a function of distractor type. (B) Vincentised
cumulative distribution curves for the high-frequency (pink line) and low-frequency (black line) conditions. RT = response
time; ms = milliseconds.

p < .001, F2(1,39) = 364.57, p < .001, 95% CI (107, 145). The mean RTs
for the high-frequency and low-frequency conditions were
749 ms and 757 ms respectively. The lexical frequency effect
was only found in the analysis by participants, F1(1,19) = 5.65,
p = .028, F2(1,38) < 1, 95% CI (−16, 0.2). No interaction was found
between distractor type and lexical frequency, Fs < 1.
Since the lexical-frequency effect was not robust in the
mean RTs, we also performed Vincentile analyses to examine
the shape of the RT distribution. We divided the rank-ordered
RTs for each participant into 20% quantiles and computed
quantile means for each lexical-frequency condition. The quantiles were then averaged across participants. This technique allows the detection of opposite underlying effects possibly giving
rise to null effects in the mean RTs (e.g., Heathcote et al., 1991).
Fig. 1(B) shows the Vincentised cumulative distribution
curves for the lexical-frequency effect. The high-frequency
condition clearly yields shorter RTs than the low-frequency
condition, except for the 20% slowest responses. Thus the RT
distribution analysis shows that the lexical-frequency effect
is only absent towards the tail of the distribution.

2.2.

ERP data

Grand-average ERPs for the three distractor types, collapsed over
high- and low-frequency conditions, are shown in Fig. 2(A) for
nine representative channels (coloured red in Fig. 2(B); there is
a one-to-one correspondence between the orientation of the
channels in Figs. 2(A) and (B)). For the Stroop-like effect, starting
around 250 ms, amplitudes for the congruent condition become
larger than for the categorically related condition, and this difference tends to increase with time. For the semantic interference
effect, there are no visible differences in the waveforms between
the categorically related and unrelated conditions.
For the Stroop-like effect, a negative statistically significant
cluster was detected, starting at 254 ms and lasting until the
end of the segment (i.e., 500 ms), p < .001. The cluster was first
detected in fronto-central electrodes (as shown in the left scalp

topography in Fig. 2(C)), extending later to centro-parietal electrodes (as shown in the right scalp topography in Fig. 2(C)). For
the semantic interference effect, no significant clusters were
detected.
Grand-average ERPs for the two lexical-frequency conditions, collapsed over the categorically related and unrelated
conditions, are shown in Fig. 3(A) for nine representative
channels (coloured red in Fig. 3(B); there is a one-to-one correspondence between the orientation of the channels in Figs. 3
(A) and (B)). Starting around 260 ms, amplitudes for the highfrequency condition become more positive-going relative to
the low-frequency condition. A positive statistically significant cluster was detected between 288 ms and 390 ms,
p = .042. The cluster was detected in fronto-central electrodes
(as shown in the scalp topography in Fig. 3(C)).

2.3.

Time–frequency data

Power spectra revealed increased relative power in the beta
band for the categorically related condition compared to the
unrelated condition approximately between 210 and 380 ms
(Fig. 4(A)). Statistical testing identified a significant cluster
with a frequency range of approximately 15–27 Hz and a
time range of approximately 230–370 ms, present in 15 channels (coloured red in Fig. 4(B)), p = .019. This effect is most
prominent in central channels, slightly right-lateralised, as
shown in the scalp topography in Fig. 4(C).
No significant clusters were detected either for the Strooplike effect or for the lexical-frequency effect. Finally, no significant clusters were detected in the high-frequency range (i.e.,
30–100 Hz).

3.

Discussion

The present EEG experiment examined the timing of semantic
interference and Stroop-like effects in the PWI task. We
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Fig. 2 – ERPs to stimulus-type conditions. (A) ERPs to the three distractor types: congruent (green line), categorically related (red
line) and unrelated (blue line). (B) EEG-cap configuration. Each rectangle corresponds to a channel. The red channels are the
channels for which the ERPs are shown. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the orientation of the channels in red
in (B) and the ERPs in (A). (C) Scalp distribution of the Stroop-like effect, averaged over the time window 250–350 ms (left) and
350–500 ms (right).

investigated whether the timing of the ERP effects suggests a
lexical selection locus of both effects (Roelofs, 2003), a perceptual/conceptual locus for the semantic interference effect and
a lexical selection locus for the Stroop-like effect (Dell'Acqua
et al., 2007), or a perceptual/conceptual encoding locus for
both semantic interference and Stroop-like effects in PWI
(Van Maanen et al., 2009).
Our RT data revealed a Stroop-like effect (i.e., pictures paired
with categorically related distractors were named more slowly
and less accurately relative to congruent pairs) and a semantic
interference effect (i.e., categorically related pairs were named
more slowly than unrelated pairs). The effect of lexical frequency in the RTs was less robust, and absent in the relatively slow
responses. Regarding the ERPs, a statistically significant negativity was detected for categorically related stimuli relative to congruent stimuli (the Stroop-like effect), in a time window starting
around 250 ms and lasting until the last analysed segment at
500 ms. The effect started with a fronto-central scalp distribution, spreading later slightly to centro-parietal channels. The
scalp distribution of the effect, however, was very similar between 250–350 ms and 350–500 ms. A lexical-frequency effect
was detected roughly between 290 ms and 390 ms mainly in

fronto-central channels, with the high-frequency condition eliciting a more positive-going wave relative to the low-frequency
condition. No statistically significant clusters were detected corresponding to the semantic interference effect in the ERPs, in
line with other studies (e.g., Aristei et al., 2011; Hirschfeld et al.,
2008, but see Dell'Acqua et al., 2010). However, in the time–
frequency domain, a statistically significant relative power increase in the beta-band was observed for categorically related
stimuli compared to unrelated stimuli (the semantic interference effect) between 230 and 370 ms. Due to the intrinsic temporal smearing in the time–frequency estimations, the latency of
this beta effect cannot be taken strictly as revealing the precise
timing of the underlying neural processes, so the time window
of this effect should be seen as an approximation of the time
window of the semantic interference effect.
The lexical-frequency effect in the current experiment was
small and not robust in the mean RTs. Although we are not certain why, this weakness could be attributable to the use of the
PWI paradigm (previous reports of the lexical-frequency effect
did not use the PWI paradigm, e.g., Jescheniak and Levelt,
1994; Jescheniak et al., 2003; Oldfield and Wingfield, 1965). In
the ERPs, although small, this effect was significant between
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Fig. 3 – ERPs to lexical-frequency conditions. (A) ERPs to the high-frequency (pink line) and low-frequency (black line) conditions.
(B) EEG-cap configuration. Each rectangle corresponds to a channel. The red channels are the channels for which the ERPs are
shown. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the orientation of the channels in red in (B) and the ERPs in (A). (C) Scalp
distribution of the lexical-frequency effect (high-frequency minus low-frequency condition), averaged over the time window
288–390 ms.

roughly 290 ms and 390 ms. Our time course diverges slightly
from the interval of 150–200 ms for the frequency effect
obtained by Strijkers et al. (2010), but they used a standard picture naming task, with no distractor words. Standard picture
naming yields shorter RTs than picture naming in PWI, as was

the case in our experiment (PWI, mean naming RT around
750 ms) compared to Strijkers et al. (standard naming, mean
naming RT around 700 ms). Thus the time shift of our effect
compared to the effect of Strijkers et al. may be due to the presence of the distractor word.

Fig. 4 – Time–frequency data. (A) Time resolved Power spectrum of the semantic interference effect, averaged over the channels in
red in panel B. (B) EEG-cap configuration. Each rectangle corresponds to a channel. The red channels are the channels for which the
averaged power spectrum is plotted. (C) Scalp distribution of the semantic interference effect, averaged over the time window
230–370 ms.
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Our ERP results for the Stroop-like effect are similar to Xiao
et al.'s (2010) study, in which a fronto-central negativity was
observed for the categorically related relative to the congruent
condition in two time windows, 280–400 ms (the time window
paralleling our results) and 530–600 ms. Similarly, in the colour–word Stroop task, a fronto-central negativity between
350 and 500 ms was found for the incongruent relative to the
congruent condition (Liotti et al., 2000).
Lexical selection in word production is estimated to start
between 200 and 250 ms after stimulus onset and to last
until around 350 ms (e.g., Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Sahin et
al., 2009). The time window for which we found a significant
cluster for the lexical-frequency effect largely agrees with
these estimates. Moreover, significant clusters were found between 254 and 500 ms for the Stroop-like effect in the ERPs
and 230 and 370 ms for the semantic effect in the TFRs.
These time windows overlap with the estimated time window
of the lexical selection stage. Finally, taking the lexicalfrequency effect as a marker of lexical access in the present
data, the time windows of the interference effects also generally overlap with the time window of the lexical-frequency effect. Thus, the results from the ERP and time–frequency
analyses do not agree with accounts that localise the semantic and Stroop-like interference effects in a stage prior to lexical selection (i.e., Van Maanen et al., 2009) or the semantic
effect prior to lexical selection (i.e., Dell'Acqua et al., 2007).
Therefore, the present data are mostly consistent with accounts of semantic and Stroop-like effects that place both effects at the stage of lexical selection (Roelofs, 1992, 2003;
Starreveld and La Heij, 1996).
One could argue that the overlap in time of the present effects is in fact, contrary to what we claim, minimal (only between 288 and 370 ms). We would like to argue, firstly, that
especially the onset of the overlapping statistical effects is important, rather than their offset. This is because the onset of
the stage of lexical selection is, in fact, easier to estimate than
its duration. In the case of lexical selection, only conceptual processing occurred before it. Thus the onset of the lexical selection
stage can be estimated on the basis of the estimated end of the
previous process. Going further down the chain of processes,
an accumulated margin of error makes estimates less precise
(see Indefrey, 2011; Indefrey and Levelt, 2004). Secondly, the timing of the effects used in our argument of overlapping timing is
based on the exact timing of the statistically significant clusters
detected in our data. Although we did not test explicitly for the
onset of ERP latency differences (see Kiesel et al., 2008), our
time windows for statistical testing were not selected a priori.
The statistical method we used, cluster-based permutation,
tends to be a conservative test when compared to testing predefined time windows (cf. Groppe et al., 2011). From this perspective, the fact that the clusters of the three effects were
detected starting between 230 and 288 ms points to an overlap
that is not minimal. Thirdly, the lack of an overlap of offsets
across the three effects (500 ms for the Stroop-like effect, and
370 and 390 ms for the semantic interference and lexical frequency effects, respectively) may be only apparent. The overlap
between the lexical frequency and semantic interference effects
is clear. For the Stroop-like effect, the fact that the cluster extends until 500 ms could easily be explained by the overlap of
ERP components following the component elicited around

250 ms (e.g., Woodman, 2010). So we do not consider the offset
of 500 ms as indicative for the duration of the lexical selection
stage in the present study. Given these considerations, the temporal overlap of the three effects becomes more evident. Finally,
the onset of the effects is similar to the onset of the effects related to lexical selection reviewed by Indefrey (2011), which provided an updated onset estimate of 200 ms for the lexical selection
stage.
An objection could be made to the proportional scaling we
applied to our time estimates. For example, some researchers
argue that the onset of lexical access is fixed (Costa et al.,
2009). However, there is also a reason to assume that a certain
amount of rescaling should be used (see also Indefrey, 2011).
For example, when presenting pictures alone, perceptual and
conceptual encoding will be recruited for processing the picture.
But if a distractor word is presented on top of the picture, there
is clearly more perceptual information being provided, which
potentially affects the perceptual encoding stage. Evidence for
this influence can be seen, for example, in the fact that picture
naming RTs are always shorter for pictures alone relative to pictures with an unrelated word distractor, a pronounceable pseudoword, or even consonant strings or a series of Xs (e.g., Lupker,
1982). So some sort of proportional scaling of the early stages of
perception for picture–word stimuli is not entirely implausible.
But crucial for the argument being pursued in the present
study, even if one does not rescale the time estimates, then
200 ms should be our reference point. All effects observed in
the present study occur later than 200 ms, thus decreasing the
plausibility of models which localise the Stroop-like and semantic interference effects in stages preceding lexical selection.
Finally, an apparent discrepancy is found between the present lack of an ERP effect for the semantic interference effect
and the presence of such effect in Dell'Acqua et al. (2010).
Dell'Acqua et al. obtained two effects related to semantic interference, one starting at 106 ms and the other at around
320 ms. Note, however, that other studies also did not obtain
semantic interference effects from distractor words in the
ERPs (Aristei et al., 2011; Hirschfeld et al., 2008). Moreover,
Dell'Acqua et al.'s interpretation of the effect at 320 ms is
that it reflects processing at the lexical selection stage,
which is in line with the current proposal. Different from the
present ERP study, Dell'Acqua et al. (2010) did not pre-expose
the materials to participants prior to collecting ERP and behavioural data. This raises the possibility that the early 106-ms
semantic effect observed by Dell'Acqua et al. arose during perceptual/conceptual encoding because of the first-time processing of the pictures and words. In contrast, the later semantic
effect (at 320 ms in Dell'Acqua et al. and between 250 and
370 ms in our study) is obtained regardless of pre-exposure
to the materials, which suggests that the semantic effect arising in lexical selection is independent of a familiarisation with
the pictures and words.

3.1.
Difference in the electrophysiology of semantic and
Stroop-like interference
The difference between distractor-word effects in the ERPs
(i.e., the Stroop-like effect) and in the TFRs (i.e., the semantic
interference effect) raises an important question. If Strooplike and semantic interference both arise during lexical
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selection, one could argue that both effects should surface as
the same electrophysiological effect, for example, both effects
as relative beta-power increase. The difference in electrophysiological effects may be interpreted as evidence for distinct
functional loci of Stroop-like and semantic interference effects. For example, one may argue that the semantic effect
in the TFRs reflects conceptual level processing, whereas the
Stroop-like effect in the ERPs reflects lexical level processing,
in line with the functional account of Dell'Acqua et al. (2007).
However, a problem with this interpretation is that the assumption of different functional loci for the effects (i.e., conceptual and lexical stages) is not compatible with the timing
of the effects in the TFRs and ERPs, which suggests that the
electrophysiological effects occur in roughly the same time
window. Moreover, in this time window, also the lexical frequency effect occurs, suggesting a lexical selection locus of
all three effects (i.e., Stroop-like, semantic, lexical frequency).
Therefore, we make a distinction between a functional locus
interpretation and a temporal locus interpretation of the present effects, which we explain below.
We assume that the different electrophysiological effects
(ERPs vs. TFRs) reflect a functional difference, i.e., the difference in processing and attentional control demands of the
words in the different conditions (cf. Roelofs, 2003). The experimental contrast used for assessing the semantic interference
effect involves two conditions for which the distractor word is
incongruent with the picture name (i.e., categorically related
and unrelated distractor words), whereas one of the conditions
used in the Stroop-like contrast is a congruent condition (i.e.,
the name of the picture itself). The (categorically related and
unrelated) incongruent conditions may recruit different or additional brain areas, or the same areas to different degrees, as
compared to the congruent condition, where even reading the
distractor word would yield a correct response. Evidence suggests that incongruent distractors trigger attentional control
processes that deal with the interference, whereas such a process
is not (or to a lesser extent) needed for congruent distractors (e.g.,
Roelofs et al., 2006). The different processing and attentional demands of the different distractor types may affect the nature of
the signal that is measured at the scalp, as observed in our experiment. However, given the time course evidence, it seems plausible to assume that these two effects have a common temporal
locus, i.e., they emerge during the same planning stage (lexical selection) in the course of word production processes. To conclude,
whereas the timing of the Stroop-like, semantic interference, and
lexical frequency effects suggests a common lexical locus (the
temporal interpretation), the different electrophysiological manifestation of the effects (i.e., ERPs vs. TFRs) suggests differences in
processing and attentional demands among the distractor conditions (the functional interpretation).

3.2.

Beta oscillations in PWI and word production

Beta-band activity has been reported especially in the sensorimotor domain in relation to motor preparation and execution,
and recently also in relation to expectancy (e.g., Engel and
Fries, 2010; Neuper et al., 2006). In the language domain, investigations of oscillatory activity so far have been confined
to language comprehension (e.g., Bastiaansen et al., 2008;
Röhm et al., 2001; Wang et al., in press) whereas there are no
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reports in the literature related to language production paradigms (but see Saarinen et al., 2006; Salmelin and Sams, 2002
for oscillatory and motor-cortex activity related to mouth
movements).
Since beta desynchronisation has been consistently found in
relation to motor preparation (see e.g., Neuper et al., 2006;
Saarinen et al., 2006), one could argue that our beta power increase for the semantic effect reflects differences in motor preparation between the categorically related and unrelated
conditions. For example, in earlier studies, motor cortex activity
was found while preparing and executing mouth movements,
quantified by a pattern of suppression followed by rebound of
the 20-Hz rhythm (Saarinen et al., 2006; Salmelin and Sams,
2002). Since participants are slightly faster in the unrelated
than in the categorically related condition, motor preparation
(and thus beta desynchronisation) in the former should start
earlier than in the latter. This would explain why there is
more power for the related relative to the unrelated condition.
There are reasons to believe, however, that differences in
motor preparation between the categorically related and
unrelated conditions cannot alone account for the present
beta effect. Firstly, evidence suggests that around 250 ms, participants are still in the process of selecting the word to be
produced (cf. Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Sahin et al., 2009). It
is unlikely that participants could start preparing the articulatory programme of a given word while not having selected the
word. Models of word production agree on the assumption
that motor preparation (referred to as phonetic encoding in
Indefrey and Levelt, 2004) is the last step before articulation,
which in our study happened on average around 750 ms
after picture onset. In Sahin et al.'s (2009) study, which used
intracranial EEG, phonological encoding did not start before
450 ms in a word generation task, which usually yields RTs
around 600 ms (e.g., Roelofs, 2006). Our RTs were certainly longer, which should place the beginning of phonological encoding
even further away from 450 ms. Besides, motor representations
are only engaged in the last substages of phonological encoding
(e.g., Indefrey and Levelt, 2004; Levelt et al., 1999). Moreover, as
noted by Sahin et al. (2009), motor neuron commands are issued
between 50 and 100 ms before speech onset. For the trials included in the EEG analyses in the present study, participants' individual mean RTs for the distractor-type conditions are above
732 ms. Working backwards from the RTs, our participants
must have engaged in phonological encoding no earlier than
450–500 ms after picture onset. Furthermore, Saarinen et al.
(2006) observed that the onset of the 20-Hz suppression preceded the mouth electromyogram by no more than 150 ms on average. These time points cannot, of course, be taken as absolute
when considering the time–frequency domain since time–
frequency estimates are smeared both in time and in frequency.
Regarding the scalp topography of the beta power effect, using
magnetoencephalography (MEG), Saarinen and colleagues found
that the onset and offset of the 20-Hz activity in the left hemisphere preceded that in the right hemisphere. The scalp topography of our beta effect, on the contrary, is quite right lateralised,
although a comparison between MEG and EEG scalp topographies is not straightforward. Finally, if the beta effect was simply
reflecting motor preparation, a similar beta power modulation
should have been found for the lexical-frequency effect and for
the Stroop-like effect, or an even stronger modulation in the
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latter case, since differences in RTs are larger between the categorically related and congruent conditions than between the related and unrelated conditions.
Note that we do not exclude the possibility that there may
be some kind of general motor preparation already at earlier
stages of word production, for example, during lexical selection. Participants are engaged in a task for which they know
a motor response is required at every trial so general aspects
of preparation may be at play quite early. However, we do
not think that this general motor preparation should be condition specific already during the stage of lexical selection.
Given the arguments outlined above, altogether, it seems
that the beta power increase in the present study cannot be
simply accounted for in terms of motor-preparation.
Alternatively, beta activity may relate to the engagement
and disengagement of specific brain regions (e.g., Engel and
Fries, 2010; Haegens et al., 2011; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010;
Van Wijk et al., 2009; Wang et al., in press). According to
this view, neuronal synchronization in a specific band (e.g.,
gamma band) may reflect the engagement of certain brain
areas in processing the current task, whereas other frequency bands (e.g., alpha band) are argued to play a role in inhibiting task-irrelevant areas (see e.g., Jensen and Mazaheri,
2010). The beta oscillations captured by our EEG recordings
might be reflecting a similar inhibitory mechanism. In the categorically related condition, the disengagement of processes related to word reading must be stronger than in the unrelated
condition. Note that this hypothesis is still speculative. More
replications of this effect are needed before conclusions can be
drawn regarding what aspects of the lexical-selection process
and motor preparation are being reflected in the oscillatory
activity. For example, source localisation of the beta modulation could provide very helpful information to help interpret
this effect. This question is being pursued in an MEG experiment in our lab (Piai et al., in preparation-a).

3.3.

Summary and conclusions

In summary, we investigated participants' overt naming performance in the PWI task while recording their EEG. Naming RTs
showed the expected semantic interference and Stroop-like
effects. The ERP waveforms for congruent stimuli started diverging statistically from categorically related stimuli around
250 ms with more negative-going deflections than the congruent condition: the Stroop-like effect. The time–frequency analysis revealed oscillatory power increase approximately between
15 and 27 Hz for categorically related stimuli relative to unrelated stimuli roughly between 230 and 370 ms: the semantic interference effect. Finally, effects of lexical frequency emerged
between 288 and 390 ms. The common time window of these
effects suggests that both semantic interference and Strooplike effects emerged during lexical selection.

4.

Experimental procedure

4.1.

Participants

Twenty native speakers of Dutch (6 male) from the participant
pool of the Radboud University Nijmegen participated in the

experiment. They received a reward of 15 Euros for their participation. All participants were right-handed. They had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurological deficits. Participants gave oral informed consent to
their participation after they were completely informed
about the nature of the study.

4.2.

Materials and design

Forty pictures of common objects were selected from the picture gallery of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics,
Nijmegen, together with their Dutch basic-level names. The
pictures were white line drawings on a black background,
scaled to fit into a frame of 4 cm × 4 cm. Twenty pictures had
low-frequency names (mean: 6.49 per million, range: 0.16–
14.76) and twenty had high-frequency names (mean: 176.74
per million, range: 42.71–827.45). Each target picture was
paired with three different distractor words: 1) the Dutch
basic-level name of the picture (congruent condition); 2) a semantically related word (categorically related condition); and
3) a semantically unrelated distractor word (unrelated condition). The unrelated condition was formed by re-pairing the
pictures with the categorically related distractors, creating semantically unrelated pairs. The lexical frequency of the distractor words was kept within the range of 14.57–48.11 per million
(mean: 28.59) and each distractor was paired once with a picture
from the low-frequency condition and once with a picture from
the high-frequency condition. There were 120 picture–distractor
pairs and the distractor words were not members of the response set, except for the congruent distractors, which were
the names of the pictures. The distractor words were presented
in font Arial size 36, colour white. The picture–word pairs were
presented three times in a blocked manner, i.e., a given picture
could only appear for the second time after all pictures had already been presented once, and so on. The two independent
variables (distractor type and lexical frequency of the picture
name) were manipulated within-participants. The lexical frequency of the picture name was manipulated between-items
and distractor type was manipulated within-items. One
unique stimulus list was used per participant using Mix for randomisation (Van Casteren and Davis, 2006). The following
constraints were applied: a) there were at least 15 pictures intervening between one presentation of a certain picture and its
next presentation; and b) a given distractor type condition and
a given lexical-frequency condition could not be repeated
more than three consecutive times. The 40 pictures were also
used for a naming practice session, in which they appeared
twice. One unique randomisation was used per participant for
the naming practice.
The experimental pictures were evaluated in a pre-test
with respect to differences in ease of recognition, using a picture recognition task (e.g., Özdemir et al., 2007). Ten native
speakers of Dutch (3 male), none of which took part in the
EEG experiment, performed the picture recognition task.
Forty additional pictures, which were used as filler items,
were selected from the same picture gallery as for the experimental materials, also subdivided into high-frequency (20 pictures) and low-frequency names (20 pictures), with the same
lexical characteristics as the experimental items. One unique
randomisation was used per participant with the same
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lexical-frequency type appearing at most in three consecutive
trials. A written word was presented in the centre of the
screen for 500 ms. A black screen followed for 500 ms, followed by a picture presented in the centre of the screen for
1 s. Participants indicated with a button press whether the
written word and the object referred to the same entity, by
pressing the yes button, or not, by pressing the no button.
Whether the yes button would be the right or the left button
was counterbalanced across participants. In the case of the
experimental items, the word and the picture always referred to the same entity; the filler pictures were always preceded by a different word. We analysed only the RTs to the
experimental items with correct button presses. Errors were
not analysed, due to their very low occurrence. Mean RTs
were 455 ms for the high-frequency condition and 467 for
the low-frequency condition. These conditions did not differ
in ease of recognition, Fs < 1. So we can conclude that, if we
find differences in the naming RTs or in the EEG between
high-frequency and low-frequency picture names, then
these effects are related to lexical effects, since the pictures
are recognised equally fast in the two lexical-frequency
conditions.

4.3.

Procedure and apparatus

Participants were seated comfortably in an electrically and
acoustically shielded booth in front of a computer monitor,
approximately 50 cm away from it. The presentation of stimuli and the recording of responses were controlled by Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral Systems). Vocal responses
were measured with a voice key. Before the experiment, participants were given a booklet to get familiarised with the pictures used in the experiment and their names. They were
instructed to name the pictures and to ignore the printed
words. Next, a naming practice was administered, during
which the experimental pictures appeared unobstructed on
the screen for 1 s, followed by a black screen for 500 ms. Participants named the pictures and were corrected after the
naming practice if they had used the wrong name. A PWI
practice session of eight trials followed, in which 3 nonexperimental pictures were presented with semantically
unrelated distractors following the same trial structure as
the experimental session. The experiment proper followed
the practice sessions.
An experimental trial began with the picture and the distractor word being presented on the centre of the screen for 250 ms.
Then a black screen was presented for 1250 ms plus a jitter. Jitter durations varied randomly between 350, 500 and 750 ms.
The use of this trial structure was motivated by findings that
anticipated stimuli evoke a slow wave in the EEG (Walter et al.,
1964). The absence of a fixation point at the beginning of a
trial and the varying jitter durations prevent participants from
anticipating the beginning of each trial, thereby minimizing
the presence of expectancy slow-waves in the data. The registration of the vocal responses started as soon as the stimuli
were displayed on the screen. There were in total six short
breaks, during which participants were allowed to drink water
and rest, and they indicated when they were ready to proceed.
The whole session, including participant preparation, lasted approximately 1 h and 15 min.

4.4.
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EEG recording and pre-processing

EEG was recorded from 60 scalp electrodes mounted equidistantly in an elastic cap, positioned according to the international 10–20 system, using the Acticap system, amplified
with BrainAmps DC amplifiers (500 Hz sampling, 0.016–
100 Hz band-pass). Each electrode was referenced on-line to
the left mastoid and re-referenced off-line to averaged mastoids. The horizontal electrooculogram was reconstructed
from the recorded EEG from the electrodes placed on the left
and right temples. The vertical electrooculogram was reconstructed from EEG recorded from the electrodes positioned
below and above the left eye. Electrode impedance was kept
below 5 kΩ. Four channels (T7, T8, F7, F8) were excluded
from subsequent analyses due to large amount of noise in
the data of four participants. All EEG analyses were performed
using the FieldTrip open source Matlab toolbox (Oostenveld et
al., 2011).

4.5.

RT analysis

At each trial, the experimenter evaluated the participants'
vocal responses. Trials in which the voice key was triggered
by a sound which was not the participant's response and
naming RTs shorter than 200 ms were discarded. Responses
which contained a disfluency, a wrong pronunciation of the
word or a wrong response word were coded as errors. These
trials were included in the error analysis and were subsequently excluded from the analyses of the naming RTs.
We submitted RTs to by-participant (F1) and by-item (F2)
analyses of variance with the independent variables distractor type (congruent, categorically related, and unrelated) and
lexical frequency (high and low). Moreover, 95% confidence
intervals (CI) are reported for the semantic interference, lexical frequency and Stroop-like effects. Errors were submitted
to logistic regression analyses (Jaeger, 2008).

4.6.

ERP analysis

All trials excluded from the RT analysis were also excluded
from the ERP analysis. Additionally, trials with RT lower
than 600 ms were also excluded to avoid contamination of
the EEG data with artefacts from articulation onset. Single
waveforms were filtered with a bandpass filter of 0.1 to
20 Hz. Next, the continuous EEG was segmented into stimulus
time-locked epochs, starting at 200 ms before stimulus onset
and lasting until 500 ms after stimulus onset. The segments
were then baseline-corrected using the average EEG activity
from the 200 ms prior to stimulus onset. Trials which contained eye movements, electrode drifting and muscular artefacts within the epoch were rejected. In total, 12.3% of the
data was discarded, either already in the RT analysis or after
artefact rejection. At least 60 trials remained in each level of
each independent variable for each participant. Averaged
ERPs were computed for each participant across trials for
each level of the distractor type condition (collapsed over lexical frequency) and for each level of the lexical-frequency condition (only the categorically related and unrelated conditions
were included). The reason for collapsing over conditions was
the following. The congruent condition is from a different
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nature than the categorically related and unrelated conditions
in the sense that in the former, the name of the picture is also
the distractor word, whereas in the latter, the distractor words
are never the name of the picture, i.e., both conditions are
“incongruent” in this respect. If we computed the lexicalfrequency brain responses pooling over all conditions, we
could affect the nature of the signal. Furthermore, the RTs for
categorically related and unrelated conditions tend not to differ
more than 50 ms on average, whereas they tend to differ much
more from the congruent condition (e.g., Roelofs, 2007). By averaging over conditions with such different RTs, effects could be
washed-out. Therefore, we only collapsed over conditions
with more similar RTs for the lexical-frequency conditions. Finally, both levels of the lexical-frequency manipulation occurred in all three distractor-type conditions, so in principle,
collapsing over levels of one or the other condition is not
problematic.

4.7.

Time–frequency analysis of oscillatory power

All trials excluded from the RT analysis and trials with RT
lower than 600 ms were excluded from the time–frequency
analysis. Additionally, trials which contained eye movements, electrode drifting and muscular artefacts within the
epoch were rejected (13% of the data). Two participants were
excluded from this analysis due to the high occurrence of
noise in the higher frequency bands. Note that this difference
in rejection rate is due to the low-pass filter applied for the
ERPs (20 Hz), which was not used for the time–frequency procedure (and the two excluded participants had too much
noise in the frequencies above 20 Hz). In order to remove
power line noise, the data was filtered by removing the two
coefficients centred at 50 and 100 Hz from its Fourier transform, followed by the inverse Fourier transform. The continuous EEG was then segmented in epochs starting at 200 ms
prior to picture onset until 500 ms. To analyse changes in oscillatory power, time–frequency representations (TFRs) of
power were computed using a sliding time-window approach.
To optimize the trade-off between frequency and time resolution, two different approaches were used. For the lowfrequency range (5–30 Hz), power was calculated per trial
using 200 ms time-windows. The data in each time-window
was multiplied with a Hanning-taper followed by a Fourier
transform to get a power estimate. Due to the length of the
time-windows, power can only be estimated between 100 ms
pre-stimulus and 400 ms post-stimulus. For the high-frequency
range (30–100 Hz), we used a multi-taper approach (Percival
and Walden, 1993) with 200 ms sliding time-windows. The data
of each time-window was multiplied with an orthogonal set of
tapers taken from the Discrete Prolate Spheroidal Sequences. A
frequency smoothing of Δf= 16 Hz was used, resulting in 3 tapers
being applied to the data. Power values were then obtained by
taking the Fourier transforms of the tapered data-segment and
averaging over the tapers per trial (see Nieuwenhuis et al.,
2008, for similar settings).
The TFRs of power were then averaged over trials per participant for each distractor type condition and differences in
power between conditions were calculated as a relative difference (i.e., the difference in power between two conditions divided by the sum of the power of those two conditions). This

relative power difference was subsequently analysed with
cluster-based permutation tests.

4.8.

Statistical analysis of ERPs and TFRs of power

Significance of the differences between conditions was tested
using a non-parametric cluster-based permutation procedure
(Maris and Oostenveld, 2007; see also Groppe et al., 2011). This
statistical approach allows one to take full advantage of the
multiple time and channel information in the data, while
dealing with the multiple-comparisons problem. We briefly
describe the procedure here, but we refer to Maris and
Oostenveld (2007) for a detailed description of the approach.
First, for every channel-time point of the ERPs or channeltime–frequency point of the TFRs of power, a dependentsamples t-value is calculated. Note that these t-values are
not used for statistical inference nor are they used to calculate
the significance probability of the cluster. For the analyses of
the semantic interference and Stroop-like effects, all available
time points were taken, i.e., from 200 ms pre-stimulus to
500 ms post-stimulus. For the lexical-frequency analysis, the
selection of time points included in the analyses (from
180 ms to 500 ms post-stimulus) was based on the effect
found by Strijkers et al. (2010). All pairs whose t-values are
larger than a pre-determined threshold, in our case ±1.75,
are selected and clustered on the basis of temporal and spatial
adjacency (and frequency adjacency for the TFRs). For the spatial adjacency, channels were set to have, on average, two
neighbours. For the temporal adjacency, the criterion was
one time point and for the frequency adjacency, 1 frequency
unit. For each cluster, a cluster-level statistic is calculated by
taking the sum of the t-values within that cluster. The significance of the clusters is then calculated with a Monte Carlo
method. For that, a permutation distribution is created in
the following way: A random partition is created by randomly
pairing participant averages of one condition to the other condition, followed by calculating dependent-samples t-values.
These are then thresholded and subsequently clustered
(same as above). The maximum of the cluster-level summed
t-values is then taken and selected to enter the permutation
distribution. This procedure is repeated 1000 times. All clusterlevel statistics from the observed data are then compared to
the resulting permutation distribution. The proportion of random partitions that yielded a larger test statistic than that of
the observed cluster is then taken as the Monte Carlo estimate
of the p-value. Using a critical alpha-level of .05, we conclude
that two experimental conditions are significantly different if
this Monte Carlo p-value is smaller than the alpha-level. The
family-wise error rate is kept at .05 because all clusters are compared to the permutation distribution constructed using the
maximum cluster-level statistic (cf. Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).
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Appendix A
Materials used in the experiment (English translations between
parentheses).
Picture name
High frequency
arm (arm)
bed (bed)
been (leg)
broek (trousers)
fiets (bicycle)
fles (bottle)
geweer (rifle)
huis (house)
jas (jacket)
jurk (dress)
kaas (cheese)
kat (cat)
kerk (church)
koffer (suitcase)
maan (moon)
oog (eye)
oor (ear)
paard (horse)
schoen (shoe)
tafel (table)
Low frequency
banaan (banana)
beker (cup)
dolk (dagger)
egel (hedgehog)
fakkel (torch)
giraffe (giraffe)
gitaar (guitar)
hert (deer)
iglo (igloo)
kan (jug)
ketel (kettle)
molen (mill)
muts (tuque)
tol (spintop)
tomaat (tomato)
trompet (trumpet)
vlieger (kite)
vork (fork)
wekker (alarm clock)
zwaan (swan)

Categorically related
distractor

Unrelated
distractor

heup (hip)
kast (wardrobe)
duim (thumb)
rok (skirt)
kar (cart)
pot (pot)
zwaard (sword)
kasteel (castle)
hemd (shirt)
trui (sweater)
ham (ham)
varken (pig)
fabriek (factory)
tas (bag)
zon (sun)
pols (wrist)
teen (toe)
beer (bear)
laars (boot)
fauteuil (armchair)

koe
kaars
appel
pan
hoed
horloge
bal
trommel
duif
lepel
pistool
mes
pop
piano
kom
wortel
paleis
tempel
konijn
aap

appel (apple)
lepel (spoon)
pistool (gun)
konijn (rabbit)
kaars (candle)
koe (cow)
trommel (drum)
aap (monkey)
tempel (temple)
mes (knife)
pan (pan)
paleis (palace)
hoed (hat)
pop (doll)
wortel (carrot)
piano (piano)
bal (ball)
kom (bowl)
horologe (watch)
duif (pigeon)

heup
duim
hemd
zwaard
pols
kast
kasteel
tas
teen
beer
fauteuil
trui
fabriek
varken
rok
ham
pot
zon
kar
laars
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